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Welcome to ATTACK! a two-page occasional publication. Most of ATTACK! will be concerned with the holistic curriculum
which, if acted on, is a fundamental way to undermine the present undemocratic education system. Don’t be discouraged
if opportunities to teach holistically are limited, do your best, be a guardian, and act as a witness to this culturally
significant and inspiring way of teaching and learning. ATTACK! is a partner to
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The infant room rocks along like a dinghy in a storm
Here we have a highly sensitive woman, placed in the hilly, isolated, rural parts of New Zealand, amongst
mainly Maori, in the wider context of the provincialism of New Zealand. Here we have a woman of high
sensibility with an intuitive response to situations, a poetic way of viewing and responding to the world.
Here we have a woman with understandable pretensions to the artistic richness of the great cultural capitals
of the world which, say, the Auckland of the time was never going to satisfy. Here we have a woman caught
up in a male-dominated education system, kindly and enlightened as it might have been in parts, placed in
a little classroom of 40 or 50 children with the expectation she teach them.
But what Sylvia Ashton-Warner wrote – even though she was scarred in personality – was beautiful.
How timeless, resonant, and relevant is the following from Spinster?
‘Yet I still plan in my own wan way. I find some element of security in
seeing ahead of me a definite arrangement. It’s a framework that
amounts to a spacious shelter, and even though little eventuates that I
have thought out first, I still do it. And as fast as my deliberations come
to no fruition I make them again, while, to the extent they fail, I sense
this other inexorable direction in my life; so that although I am chained
to a memory I am sometimes struck with the triviality of it, and feel that
any affair of the heart has nothing to do with the ultimate destination.
And that I am clay in the hands of this force, this something that told my
delphiniums when to bud; this will that is frighteningly present in my
classroom, deeply at large beneath the lid of orthodoxy and discipline,
that breathes up through the cracks in moments of outburst. I sense this other intention and am afraid to
touch it.’
This magnificent paragraph reminding us of the way teachers have other parts to their life that are part of
all their parts; that teaching is at its most beautiful and engaging when approached as an eternal enigma;
and that Spinster is as wondrous a novel, as it is an expression of teaching.
Ashton-Warner’s reputation has declined: partly because she has fallen between the gap of being a novelist
who sometimes wrote about education; and an educationist who sometimes wrote novels. Leaving aside the
alienating effect of her personality, also what I see as the mythology that grew around her (nearly all of it
true, but so what?); the main reason her reputation has diminished with educationists is because there
didn’t seem to be enough in her teaching. This is profoundly mistaken. In getting to and staying with the
idea of the need for touching children’s deepest emotions as the way to an inspirational, comprehensive,
and practical philosophy, she was saying plenty. What Ashton-Warner had to say was quite enough (indeed,
too much for contemporary education which is largely bereft of inspirational motivation in teaching and
learning) – in the right education setting what she had to say is magnificently and perennially bountiful. Her
fictional and non-fictional elaborations and explorations are transformative.
The effect of her writing was to say: Here is the essence – take it from there, make it your own and the
children’s. Don’t make it from the babble of contending voices – this is your journey as a teacher and an
adult.
If I had to explain the voice from the Beeby period, that was it – and it was the holistic, or the organic as
Ashton-Warner expressed it. It was the voice of the ‘60s as it should be of today and tomorrow.

She wrote: Children have two visions, the inner and the outer. Of the two the inner vision is brighter.
I hear that in other infant rooms widespread illustration is used to introduce the reading vocabulary to a
five-year-old, a vocabulary chosen by adult educationists. I use pictures, too, to introduce the reading
vocabulary, but they are pictures of the inner vision and the captions are chosen by the children
themselves. True, the picture of the outer, adult-chosen pictures can be meaningful and delightful to
children; but it is the captions of the mind pictures that have the power and the light. For whereas the
illustrations perceived by the outer cannot be other than interesting, the illustrations seen by the inner eye
are organic, and it is the captioning of these that I call the ‘Key Vocabulary’.
I see the mind of a five-year-old as a volcano with two vents: destructiveness and creativeness. And I see
that to the extent that we widen the creative channel, we atrophy the destructive one. It seems to me that
these words are the captions of the dynamic life itself. From all of which I am constrained to see it as
creative reading and to count it among the arts.
First words must have intense meaning for a child. They must be part of his being. (Teacher)
Today I work on Rangi, a five-year-old Maori. Nothing will make him learn the first words of the imported
books.
Rangi, who lives on love and kisses and thrashing and fights and fear of the police and who took four
months to learn: come, look, and, takes four minutes to learn: butcher-knife, police, sing, cry, kiss, Daddy,
Mummy, Rangi, haka, fight.
He reads at first sight, his first reading, and his face lights up with
understanding.
Sometimes when I am working late at night over my Maori reading books I
almost see the key. Sometimes I think it has traffic with violence. The
colours make me think that. They make me think of the passions in their
homes, in their ways, and tucked in alongside their gentleness. The way
these colours flash and merge and disobey! The way they suggest to me!
Their decisions and combinations remind me of the way the children go on.
‘Last night,’ writes Tame reminiscently,
I felled out of
bed. So Daddy told
Mummy to shiff over.’
The infant room rocks along like a dinghy in a storm. It nearly always has a
boy in it practising on the piano, a girl dressmaking, someone looking out the window, someone looking in
the window, some children sitting on the top of their small tables doing their work for lack of room on the
floor, several dancing. If I happen to be playing and laughing and crying and embracing and quarrelling and
making. When I light on a favourite tune they sing their heart out. Then so strong is the air that I am in a
position to play an alto, and that’s about all I ask for a moment of joy. Then when it is over they flow back
to what they were doing. Lovely movement. Lovely grouping. Talks on the way; fights on the way. And
pushing. And caressing … All sorts of involved caressing. (Spinster)

I don’t even claim to be a teacher at all. I’m just a nitwit somehow let loose among children.
[She was a self-absorbed romantic who turned her classrooms into a stage for herself and the children –
but what performances by all – in the process gaining fame for making the affective central to teaching and
learning.] If only I kept workbooks and made schemes and taught like others. It’s the price I pay
for walking alone. [Her written planning overall was skimpy, but the reading books she developed were
far from having her walk alone, instead they gained considerable support, especially from education
authorities, who were continually urging teachers to become more adventurous.] I’ve got to do what I
believe. It’s the price one continually pays for stepping out of line. [Like Elwyn Richardson, who
perversely constructed a man-alone motivation for himself; Sylvia constructed a woman-alone motivation –
both, however, were, in fact, enthusiastically recognised by the Education Department. Sylvia’s grievance
mainly derived from her poor gradings, but those gradings were not directly about classroom teaching
capacity.] But I must do what I believe in or nothing at all. What other people call their
timetables … In mine, the children might get up and dance in the middle of their sums.
Matawhero might stand up and lead a haka. I’m not careful. [This is the Sylvia who is our inspiration,
the one we love and cherish, and has never been more needed than in today’s repressive and desiccated
education environment.] (Teacher)

